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HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Week Reveals Top Nominees For Harding Royalty
'·•

******
Crawford, Bush, Tubb Voted
Finalists For Queen Of May
Three Harding women polled
the majority of student votes to
become finalist for May Queen.
They are Betty Garretson Tubb,
Shreveport, La.; Doris Bush,
Talihina, Okla.; and Ann Crawford, Waldron.
Betty, a junior sociology-psychology major, is active in Campus Players. She is a member of
the Ju Go Ju social club and a
Big Sister.
An art major, Doris is a member of Theta Psi social club. She
is secretary of the junior class
and chairman of the Big Sisters.
A senior elementary education
major, Ann is a past president of
Gata social club. She is a member of A Cappella Chorus and
Belles and Beaux.
In the setting of "Somewhere

******

Petit Jean Queen Finalists
Are Mitchell, Morris, Daniel

Over the Rainbow" the nominees
Jf each women's social club were
presented to the student body.
Nominees and the social clubs
each represented were Kathy Mc,.
Vicker, Beta Tau Gamma; Judy
Limburg, Delta Chi Omega; Ann
Crawford, Gata; Betty Garretson
Tubb, Ju Go Ju; Patsy Smith,
Kappa Delta; Sandy Childers,
Kappa Kappa Kappa; Martha
Tooke, Kappa Phi; Barbara Williams, Ko Jo Kai; Ann Haynes,
Las Companeras; Sandy Fields,
MEA; Dee McCarley, Oege; Heidi
Heid, Omega Phi; Sharon Shipman, Phi Delta; Naita Jean
Berryhill, Regina; Doris Bush,
Theta Psi; Jean Thompson,
Tofebt; Anita Green, WHC;
Paula Columbus, Zeta Phi Zeta;
Nancy Cope, Zeta Rho.

One of three Harding coeds
will be revealed as the 1963-64
Petit Jean Queen during the
festivities of Petit Jean Day in
May.
Sheila Mitchell, representing
Alpha Phi Kappa, Judy Daniel,
representing Lambda Sigma, and
Doris Morris, representing Pioneer are the Petit Jean queen
finalists.
A native of Cullman, Ala.
Sheila is a senior elementary
education major. A former Home-::oming Queen, Sheila is serving
her fourth year as cheerleader and

Club To Organize
Radio KHBC Here
The Harding Broadcasting Club
bas been recently organized for
the purpose of putting radio
station KHBC on the air. Dr.
Evan Ulrey, the club's faculty
sponsor, said that the station will
benefit the entire student body
because it will be a source of
i.nformation and entertainment
for the students, as well as a
source of experience for those
I interested in the field of broadcasting.
He further stated that he hoped
that several departments of the
College would receive direct benefit from the station.
According to present plans,
station KHBC will be in operation
by September of this year. Students will have opportunities to
get technical and practical experience in producing, directing,
writing, announcing and other
phases of broadcasting.
The officers of the club are Ken
Simmons, president; Raymond
Hawkins, vice president; Marilyn
McElroy, secretary; Walt Van
Blair, treasurer; and Larry Hillis,
reporter.

Article By Sewell In AEA Journal
Discusses Role of Christian Teacher
By Carolyn Kinard

and, therefore, he will gladly
give extra time to study, grading
papers and worth-while extraclass activities.
Dr. Sewell states that a teacher
has no more right to stop teaching mathematics and begin
"preaching" than does the factory
worker to close down his machine, call his fellow workers together and preach on company
time.

"The recent decisions of the
Supreme Court concerning prayer
and Bible reading have received a
mixed reaction from Christian
parents and teachers," begins a
recent article in the Arkansas
Education Association Journal,
"The Christian Teacher in the
Public Schools," written by Dr.
Ed Sewell, professor of education
at Harding.
As Dr. Sewell states, even
Christian Outlook
though this decision has been
But there are many times when
given, we may rest assured that
teaching English, history, science
all Christian influence has not
and other subjects involves values
been removed from our public
and religion. It is here that
schools.
Christian outlooks need to be
presented to the students.
Basic Principle
Another area in which Dr.
The reason that the influence
Sewell
believes Christian teachers
has not been removed is due to
the fact that the most fundamen- neglect is philosophy. He believes
tal and basic principle of Chris- that many times Christian teachtianity is love. Dr. Sewell states ers do not know this area
that this love must not be a thoroughly and many times may
popularity-seeking love but the teach things that are diametricalkind of love Paul described - a ly opposed to the philosophy of
love that is patient, kind, hum- Christ.
ble, interested in the right of
others, not easily aroused to
anger, courteous, believing and
hoping for the best in pupils, and
loving truth and righteousness.
Dr. Sewell also stated that if
our Christian teachers would
concentrate on this greater love
not only for those who are easy
to love but also those who are
difficult to love, there is no telling what a transformation would
be brought about in this country.

Little Handicap

Dr. Sewell concludes by saying
that if a Christian who teaches
in the public school will work
hard to be a better teacher,
develop more Christ-like personality, deal honestly and ethically with parents and others, be
honest in presenting the Christian view where it is appropriate
to the lessons he was hired to
teach, and develop a mature understanding of education, of his
Gift of Sell
subject and of Christianity, he
According to Dr. Sewell, the will not be handicapped much,
Christian teacher will not only if any, by legal restrictions.
demand high standards, but he
will be even more concerned to
-NOTICEshow his love by the gift of himDue to finals and registration,
self. He will remember that
Christ came not to be ministered there will 'be no Bison until Feb.
unto but to minister to others 6.

-
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THESE THREE beauties, finalists for Petit Jean Queen, are
(l tor.) Sheila Mitchell, Doris Morris and Judy Daniel.

52-Member Harding Concert Band
To Perform At Lyceum Saturday
Harding's 52-member concert
band, under the direction of G.
E. Baggett, will present the
fourth lyceum program Jan. 18
in the college auditorium at 8
p.m.
Among their selections will be
several concert marches including "Freedom Plus" and "Marche
From the Love of Three Oranges."
"Overture in E-flat" will be played as will favorite selections from
"Camelot" and "The Music Man."
Baggett, who also directs the
107-member college chorale and
gives individual instrumental instruction, is a Harding graduate.
He received his Master of Arts
degree in music from the Uni-

is an active member of the
Regina social club. She was an
attendant to last year's queen,
Carmon Alexander.
Judy, a junior elementary education major from Dallas, Tex.
is active in the Ko Jo Kai social
club. She is .also in the dactylology club and was a junior class
representative in the homecoming
court.
Doris is a home economics
major from Bay. She is active in
Kappa Delta social club and has
formerly served as secretary.
Each queen of a men's social
dub was presented to the student
body in the picturesque setting
of Mardi Gras.
Nominees and the social clubs
each represented were Ruth Ann
Selby, AEX; Sheila Mitchell,
APK; Leah Gentry, Beta Phi
Kappa; Karen Parsons, Chi
Sigma; Linda Chisam, Delta Iota;
Charlotte Chitty, Frater Sodalis;
Charlotte Burkett, Galaxy; Anita
Smith, Koinonia; Judy Daniel,
Lambda Sigma; Dorothy Christmas, Mohican; Doris Morris, Pioneer; Pat Watson, Sigma Tau
Sigma; Janie Miller, Sub-T; Mary
Ellen Baskin, TNT; Connie Kenni3on, TAG.

versity of Kansas City.
Besides practicing for their
lyceum program, the band is
preparing for a tour to be made
Feb. 9-12 in Louisiana. They will
present programs in high schools
throughout the state.
An ensemble from the band
has been chosen to accompany
special numbers of the Belles and
Beaux. This group will be giving
various programs during coming
months.
Also made up of band members
is the Pep Band which plays for
all home basketball games. They
will accompany the team Feb. 8
and 18 for the all-school games
at Batesville and Conway.

Louisiana Tech Head
To Speak Here Jan. 31
Dr. F. Jay Taylor, president

ot

Louisiana Tech, Ruston, will be
guest speaker for the Jan. 31
meeting of the American Studies
group and is slated to speak the
following morning in chapel.
As a Navy fighter plane pilot
during World War II, Dr. Taylor
logged 2,000 hours of flight time.
He was sent into the Pacific area
for two tours of duty and rose
to the rank of lieutenant commander before rece1 vmg an
honorable discharge in 1946.
Taylor received his Ph.D. degree at Tulane University at the
age of 29. He is the author of
two books which have received
nationwide acclaim. His first,
"The United States and the
Spanish Civil War, 1936-39," was
published in 1956. The other was
"Reluctant Rebel: The Secret
Diary of Robert Patrick, 1861-65"
published in 1959.

'·

Grants Available
For Work Abroad
The only requirement you need
to spend the summer working in
Europe is the desire to go to
Europe.
The American Student Information Service, with headquarters in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and offices throughout
Europe, will place you in a job
:>f your choice, obtain all of the
necessary documents, and even
provide a four-day orientation
period prior to your first day on
the job at no additional cost.
Travel Grants
In a move designed to fill
more jobs, the ASIS will also
award travel grants to all registered students and teachers.
As a result of the travel grants,
the ASIS administration feels
that many students who could
not otherwise afford to go to
Europe will now sign up for a
summer job.
According to an ASIS spokesman more jobs are now available
in Europe. Openings include office
work, lifeguarding, factory work,
modeling, resort work, sales
work, construction work, shipboard work, farm work, teaching,
camp counseling and special
camp projects.
Wage Range
Wages range to $400 a month
for the highest paid positions in
West Germany. Work experience
is rarely necessary and most of
the jobs do not require knowledge of a foreign language.
Interested students may obtain
the ASIS 24-page prospectus
which contains complete job
descriptions, a job application,
and a travel grant application by
writing directly to Dept. II, ASIS,
22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg. Enclose $1 for overseas handling, shipping and
postal fees.

Art Students Prepare
For Memphis Exhibition

THE HARDING CONCERT BAND, appearing in their new concert uniforms,
will be featured in Saturday's fourth Lyceum this year. The Harding audience

will have a chance to hear the "new and improved" band, under the direction
of G. E. Baggett.

The Harding art department
has been busier than usual the
past week preparing to send some
of their work to the Mid-South
Exhibition in Memphis.
The department is sending
about eight pieces to the show
from various work done by students and teachers. The show will
open in March at Brooks Meo
morial Art Gallery.
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Given An Egg

Editorially Speaking

By Jim Wilson
Given an egg, then what?
Cook it, then eat it.
And tomorrow - you're hungry
again.

Harding Band Has Accomplished
Much In Fifteen-Year Existence
Saturday night's Lyceum presentation, featuring
the Harding Concert Band will give the Harding
community a chance to see and hear the "new and
improved product" of Director Eddie Baggett.
Long Struggle
The 15-year history of the band has been a
rather long, difficult struggle. In its initia~ years,
its personnel numbered fewer than . 20 and m 1960
the band still had only 21 members. For several
years, band members wore the. old maroon-and-gray
uniforms of the Academy until they were scrapped
la st year.
However on Homecoming Day when the band
marched pro~dly in their smart new uniforms, it
seemed that a new spirit and pride had also been
decked by the members.
This year has been an active one for the 52member marching and concert band. Besides marching at football games, members who compose the
smaller Pep Band play at all home basketball games.
This has had a remarkable effect in producing more
school spirit.
Complements Belles and Beaux
The Ensemble this year began appearing with
the Belles and Beaux, accompanying them on certain
numbers. This month the combined groups are
scheduled for a concert in the Little Rock Art Center.
The entire band goes on tour in Louisiana beginning
Feb. 9.
Indeed, the band has made tremendous strides
and has come a long way from the poorly-clad, small
band of recent years. Much of the credit goes to
Director Baggett for his untiring efforts in building
up the band and raising money for new uniforms.
Harding College has good reason to be proud of
its band!
-P.S.

Dec. 12, 1963 Editorial Clarified
In an editorial in the Dec. 12, 1963, issue of the

Bison, the statement was made, "Christmas has no
religious significance to us ... "
Perhaps the statement s h o u 1 d have read,
"Christmas is not a sacred day to us in that it is not
authorized in the Bible as a day to be observed."
The statement or the editorial was in no way intended to mean that Christmas and Christ mean
nothing to us.
The Bible does not establish Dec. 25 as the
birthday of Jesus; tradition is the source of this
belief. This fact, coupled with the silence of the Bible
on observing Christmas, gives us no authorization
for celebrating Christmas as a sacred day.
This does not detract from our commitment to
Christ as Christians.
-P.S.

~
~

Step on it.
The egg is gone, the ground is
sticky.
And you're unchanged
"As the indifferent children of
the earth.''
Blow it out.
Color the shell
And put it on your Christmas
tree.
Or paint it pink
And send it to· your Congressman.
He always likes to get mail from
home.
I like eggs.
I like them fried or scrambled.
You like eggs.
But Chanticleer, he gambled.

Have you studied for your finals yet?

Dehydrate them?
Most people would rather sleep
late.

STUDENT FORUM

On The Use Of Leisure Time
By Eddie Isom
The British poet Siefried Sassoon once said, "There is no
other wisdom but to gulp what
time can give." This statement
is so general the point is unavoidable: the wise will recognize the brevity of life and will
learn to use time efficiently and
for the greatest advantage.
Aestheticism Not Emphasized
Special application of this idea
can be made to those in college
because this is the all-important
period of fact accumulation and
attitude formulation which makes
up ones formal education. When
the whole picture is considered
one can see that, while in col!ege,
much emphasis is placed upon
the importance of academic
achievement and positive attitudes, yet very little is ever said
about the development of one's
aesthetic nature.
Certainly it would never be
disputed that one of the chief virtues of a college education lies
in its ability to instill into its recipients a proper appreciation for
art. Yet it doesn't require a seasoned critic to make the observation that contemporary art, in
almost every field, is at a low
ebb and its appreciation is at a
still lower ebb.
Classics Ignored
For instance, the present tendency in popular music seems to
be only bluster and discord while
classical music is ignored. Paintings have been transformed into
unintelligible smears which are
clamored over by those who are
ashamed to admit they can't
understand the non-existent message said to be on the canvass.

Then there is the book market
and the movie industry, both of
which seem to be making millions
by confirming Freudian phychology through some extremely
vivid illustrations.
Art, in its broad sense, has
been defined by someone as
being "an expression, satisfying
and abiding, of the zest of life."
If this is true then a genuine
appreciation for art would entail
the observer's participation in
that "zest" through empathy or
through a meeting of the minds
in the art.
Art Transcends Nature
Kahlil Gibran has said that
"art is a step from nature toward the infinite." It is something which transcends nature
and is therefore of a more refined quality; it is something
with symmetry, elegance, grace
and beauty, and should be taken
advantage of at every opportunity.
In college life there are many
opportunities to enjoy art but
students take surprisingly little
interest in it. Dr. Ernest Lindley
of Kansas once said, "The university should educate men for
the higher uses of leisure," and
he was speaking precisely of
artistic appreciation.
Intellectual Vacuity
It is sometimes difficult to
believe that a college education
should even be concerned with
the development of an aesthetic
individual, for the general concept of the average undergraduate does not at all confirm it.
Once his classwork is finished
(if not sooner) the average stu-

dent drifts into a state of intellectual vacuity and may be
seen wandering casually about
campus attempting to decide in
what manners he should while
away the abundant hours of the
day.
He may often be seen comfortably lounging in the student
center imbibing a coca-cola; or
adding the luster of his presence
to a nearby theater; or perhaps
his fovorite enterprise is that of
prostrating himself in the quiet
recesses of his room for the purpose of producing Z's in the form
of a soft, nasal drone.
Literary Experiences
Very often this student's experiences in literature, outside
his class assignments, are restricted to Mad magazine and
the pictures of Life. His knowledge of mythology seldom goe$
beyond Ajax soap cleanser; and
his desire for music is gratified
by the soothing strains of a rockand-roll band with the placid
sounds of dum-dum-dum in the
background.
In short, recreation for many
college students seems to have
two requirements: first, to relieve
him of his surplus money, and
second, to rescue him from the
very unpleasant task of thought.
Twentieth century America is
leading the world in increasing,
through scientific progress, the
leisure time of man, but of what
good or profit is spare time if
there is nothing worthwhile with
which to fill it? Americans need
sorely to develop, along with
their scientific knowledge, an
awareness of the real values to
be found in life.

"Liberty i> found in doing right." / ; '
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The
By Jim Wilson
"The paper reeds by the
brooks, by the mouth of the
brooks
shall wither, be
driven away, and be no more."
The report released last week
by the Surgeon General's Advisory Committee on Smoking and
Health probably surprised very
few.
Related To Diseases
The committee asserted that
cigarette smoking is "causually
related" to lung cancer, lip cancer, and chronic bronchitis and
that it is a significant factor in
laryngeal cancer.
But few medical doctors have
ever denied such a "relationship," although this report has
stated the case somewhat more
strongly than it has been stated
before. Even few laymen have
ever upheld smoking as actually
desirable.
An uninterested, outside observer would wonder why we
would, as a nation, spend millions on something we claim we
do not even support.
Undesirable Habit
But the question is not to be
answered by outside observers.
In fact, the question "why" need
not be answered at all. The question to be answered is, "Now
that we agree that smoking is
an undesirable habit in our
society, what are we going to do
to rid ourselves of it?"
As for the tobacco industry
itself I have no great concern.

Paper

Reeds

Although it is not an inconsiderable industry it is doubtful that
the nation or even North Carolina would fall into economic
chaos if the industry were to
collapse tomorrow.
Improve Society
As for the individual who
smokes I do have concern. It
does little good to lable his
practice as damnable and a sin
against God and society. That has
been tried from the pulpit for
centuries mostly to no avail. Our
purpose should be to improve
society, not to condemn half of
it in one presumptuous gesture.
After all we are speaking here
from
the
enlightenment of
science and not of the scriptures.
It is often easy for would-be
theological scientists to combine
these two authorities at their
pleasure.
Frankly, Jesus did not condemn smoking. As a matter of
fact He did not condemn slavery,
farming out of taxes, inconsistencies in the Roman government, nor a host of other undesirable things of the first century. Christ only gave us the
principle of love.
Society Based On Love
He left us free to build a
society in which love is best
exibited. Such a society would
probably do away with slavery
but that is not to say that any
man who owned a slave since the
time of Christ was a sinner.
Nor was Matthew a sinner
just because he was a tax collector. Although the analogy is not

perfect, it may also apply to
smoking.
But there comes a time when
society as a whole should take
steps to eventually rid itself of
an undesirable practice. Surgeon
General Terry has urged "appropriate remedial action" by the
government.
Admittedly this could entail
certain complications. The prohibition experiment of the past
generation was, frankly, a flop.
Nor can I remember reading
much about cigarettes in the
Constitution. The rub is how to
preserve the individual's freedom to smoke and still "promote
the general welfare."
Right To Smoke
My sympathies would normally
lie with the individual. But I am
not unhappy with such actions
as the Pure Food and Drug Act:
Nor is the right-to-smoke a
cherished right that one fondly
dreams of an.,d desires to preserve for posterity. Neither is it
likely that "appropriate remedial
action" by the government would
make us any more susceptible
to any conspiracy whether in
Moscow or elsewhere.
Thus I feel that if Washington turns up with something that
would limit the institution at
present and would eventually,
whether it be fifty years or a
century, lead to its extinction,
such action would be desirable.
A weed firmly anchored between some rocks cannot be
blown out by just a lot of hot
air.

Only hens have to lay eggs,
Exploited by society you know.
But some classless day
We'll all Jay them!
Or maybe they won't be laid at
all.
Or maybe just those who want
to will.
But that won't do at all,
Like Adam and the fall,
A doctrine is perverse,
Nor could one be much
worse,
Than that which would someone
allow
A choice for what he does and
how.
Homer and Virgil both did write
The sure relation of right and
might.
Didn't they tell of the brighter
day?
That is, of the rosy fingered
dawn?
And isn't red just twice rosy?
Chickens of the world arise!
Your sacred chants employ.
Four legs good, two legs bad.
Oops!
Two legs good, ... Oops!
Two legs good - if with wings.
But Aldous, there can't be angels.
The hens made them up to make
Their lives easier - the opiate
of the hens.
Don't argue Al.
What do you mean, "an eyewitness?"
Given an egg, what?
Dye it green and roll it in the
grass.
You'll lose it
Sooner or later anyway.
Give it to your mother
She'll appreciate it.
Write about it.
People will think you're crazy.
Preaching ain't no snap.
Double its price.
So what if it's worth no more,
You'll get twice as much money
As you ever got before.
Smudge it a little.
It's a collegiate rage.
Given an egg, what?
Sit on it.
It hatches a
Chicken.

Happiness Is ...
(ACP) A popular children's
book which is probably more
popular with adults is cartoonist
Charles Schulz' Happiness Is A
Warm Puppy. James Dulicai,
columnist for The Brown and
White, Lehigh University, has
his own ideas of happiness:
Happiness is getting served.
Happiness is a postponed test
you weren't prepared for.
Happiness is 14 minutes of
extra sleep.
Happiness is a late professor.
Happiness is money from home.
Happiness is one girl for home
and one for school.
Happiness is an inexpensive
textbook.
Happiness is finishing a term
paper.
Happiness is finally being hired.
Happiness is avoiding the draft.
Happiness is a gas-price war.
Happiness is sleeping in class
and not missing anything.
Happiness is enough hot water.
Happiness is growing a beard.
Happiness is being ignored by
the Dean of Students.
Happiness is a parking place.
Happiness is a dorm puppy.

J
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Anderson Gives Nine-Week Report
Summarizing SA Council Activities

Teasing, Bleaching, Tinting
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Hair-Dos-An Age-Old Problem
By Margaret Ashton
American women place much
emphasis on the hair and its
beauty. Many of them visit a
beauty shop every We€k to have
their hair washed, curled, tinted,
teased, bleached, frosted, combed, cut, shaped or a combination
of any of these in order to be
more attractive.
This emphasis on hair is not
a new thing. It started ·a bout
4000 years ago when women
thought their hair should be arranged in patterns of waves.
Long black wigs were popular
with Egyptian women; and the
fashion-conscious Greeks, both
male and female, sported a very
elaborate hair style.
Wild Victorians
Ranging from the very simple
in the Middle Ages to the elaborate during the period from 1300
to 1600, hair-dos were at the
height of extremities in the
eighteenth century. Some of the
styles the Victorians wore were

even wilder than the ones we see
:iow.
The most popular hair-do for
this year is long, straight and
Jarely turned up on the ends,
:nu ch to the dismay of the girls
who have naturally curly hair, or
who just got it cut. The bouffant style that stayed "in" so
long has not been done away
.vith completely and will probably be around for a while because girls like it.
Time Is Costly
Just what g0€S into a plain,
ordinary hair-do? There are
3everal elements involved ~
many more than meet the eye.
Time is the most costly thing, because of the great lack of it, but
the effort and creativity are the
hardest to come by.
Few people have a knack with
hair, a fact which accounts for
the many women who go to the
beauty shops. To be able to arrange the most hard-to-manage
hair in a becoming style truly
takes talent.
Men complain about the modern hair styles, but it is likely
that they would complain more
if girls left their hair as it is
when they get up in the morning, or if they wore it like that
of the beautiful Zulu maid of the
African wilds.

VINSON'S 99

§

We serve strictly fresh eggs!
The finest food
And service too,
We courteously
Provide for you.

Steam Cleaning
Front Wheel Alignment
Wheel Balancing
Motor Tune-Up

FRESHMEN and sophomm·es spent most of the day Monday in
in the Emerald Room sectionizing classes for next semester.

By Salena Cogdell
There is much evidence to the
effect that the international
Communist conspiracy may be
linked with the underworld traffic in narcotics. If this is the
case, then Communism has stooped to feed on the lowest of mankind's weaknesses to further its
goal of world domination.
Illicit Dope
Red China exports 65 per cent
of the world's illicit dope in the
form of opium and heroin, in
addition to the cocaine which is
being smuggled into the U. S.
daily from Cuba.
The Security Sub-Committee of
the U. S. Senate reported not
long ago that the Peiping regime
prohibits the use of narcotics in
Red China, but it uses every
possible means to build up dope
traffic in the free world. It added
that the Chinese Reds are using
the tremendous profits from the
dope business to buy the officials
in others countries to assist in
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GROCERY SHOPPING
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their subversive activities.
Twofold Danger
Harry J. Anslinger, U. S. Narcotics Commissioner, says this
illegal traffic in drugs by the
Reds poses a two fold danger to
the U.S.
1. Narcotics help the world
Communist conspiracy by contributing to the moral degradation of Americans, for every new
addict impairs and undermines
in some degree the total productive power of the nation.
2. Narcotics supply funds, in
the form of American dollars, for
the operation of Communist
espionage in the U. S. and the
governing apparatus of Communist rulers abroad.
Audacious Plan
In 1950, Chinese Reds proposed exchange of 500 tons of
opium for 40 million dollars of
American cotton. This proposal,
though rejected, was the first
time the Reds dared to reveal
openly their plan of exporting
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STOTTS DRUG STORE
FEATURING
Marcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins
Max Factor

East End
Barber Shop
Joe Cunningham
Raymond Hill
1515 E. RACE STREET
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You Are Always Welcome

FOR ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS SEE STOTTS DRUG

at the
The Hottest Brand Going

IDEAL SHOP

CONOCO

BRONNIE'S
Beauty
Salon

Hair

LETTERS • • •
Dear Editor:

Tune-up and Brake Service

' ~

3. At Council's recommendaThe Constitution of the Student Association specifies that tion, the washateria is being
the president submit a report to regularly cleaned and all machthe Bison each nine weeks sum- ines regularly checked.
marizing the activities of the
4. Buzzer in student center.
Executive Council.
5. Recommended more "free
SA President J Dtll Anderson play" time in the gym; announcehas submitted the following re- ment of clarification was made
port for the second nine weeks by Dr. Olree in chapel.
which notably included the high6. Traffic directing during lectly successful Christmas projects. ureship: a committee of club
1. FM music installed in cafe- presidents was appointed.
teria.
7. Two chapel programs on
2. General SA meeting held on lectureship theme.
Nov. 19, with entertainment, open
8. Stamp machine in student
discussion, announcements of pro- center.
jects.
9. Requested longer window
hours in business office: announcement of clarification made
in chapel.
10. Full treasurer's report
mimeographed, distributed, and
explained at general meeting.
11. Recommended changes for
narcotics abroad as foreign trade greater variety in chapel deto secure necessary materials.
votionals.
In the last few years, the
12. Saturday night movies.
American government has made
13. Lily pool devotionals.
many seizures of the illegal Com14. Administration policy remunist drugs being smuggled garding food in auditorium durinto America. The New York ing movies changed at Council's
Times of November 25, 1953 recommendation.
states, "There are at least 7,500
15. Purchased cafeteria Christyouth in the city of New York mas decorations.
addicted to narcotic drugs. Most
16. Sacks of "corn curls" for
of them were seduced into using TV watchers were provided
drugs by the cruel Communist (courtesy of Safeway) for studrug vendors."
dents who had to stay on campus during the holidays.
Victims of Opium War
17. Campus Christmas tree.
The Ministry of the Interior o(
18. Dolly drive. Harding wothe Republic of China reports
that the greatest victims of the men students made 350 dolls
Red opium war, other than the which were sent for Christmas
U. S., are Burma, the Philip- presents to approximately 20
pines, Japan, Korea, Thailand orphanages and children's homes.
Received publicity for this proand the Republic of China.
In 1952, the Chinese Commu- ject in the Arkansas Gazette, Arknists netted from their illicit ansas Democrat and the Memphis
traffic of opium and other nar- Commercial Appeal.
19. SA Council organized the
cotics a profit ci. ·ro million U. S.
dollars, of which 30 million was men's clubs to provide Christreturned. to Red China and the mas baskets of food for needy
balance expended abroad in the families in the Searcy area.
20. All-school Christmas party
procurement of intelligence and
promotion of Communist activi- - caroling groups before, entertainment in the auditorium, reties.
freshments and singing in gym.
Most Destructive Weapon
Dr. Wei Hsieh-jen, Chinese
representative, declared at the mission on Narcotic Drugs, held
10th session of the U. N. Com- in 1955, that infiltration of the
free wor Id with narcotics is the
Communists' most destructive
weapon of aggression.
Since the U. N. had established
a Narcotic Drugs Commission to
prohibit international dealings in
dope, Red China's guilt in this
respect was a chief tenet of those
wishing to bar Red China's membership in the U. N., of whom
Anslinger was one of the top
spokesmen.
The U. S . Congressional Record
declares that the pushing of
Cuban cocaine in Florida is not
611 East Center
only to get money, but also tO
induce Cuban refugees in the
U. S. to use cocaine and thereby
discredit themselves in the eyes
of the American people.
Latest

Styles

CLARK'S CONOCO
923 East Race

CH 5-9743

1001 Items For Rent
Out of Pawn Sales
Electrical Repain
Bicycle Repairs

Phone CH 5-2184

AAA RENT-ALL and FIX-IT SHOP

WELCOME STUDENTS

800 West Race

Is it true that the physical fitness program is going to name
one of the girls Miss Fit ot
1964?
Tom Kirk

Get Your

CH5-4445

Dress Material And

(' ~

Come in and Visit Our

• Love Bright Diamond Rings
The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of
Permanent Value Always

Newly Remodeled Building

• Sterling Silver by Gorham, Towle, Wallace,
and International.
• China by Lenox and Syracuse
• Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonburg

Let Us Serve You

Security

Bank

Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair

A Friendly Institution

PHONE CH 5-5831
I
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Definite Link Established Between Narcotics Traffic
And International Red Chinese Communist Conspiracy
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Across from Rendezvous

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

Parrish Jewelry
Court Square

Sewing Supplies
AT

LANGLEY'S
National
Fabric Center
123 North Spring

Fast Service

Highway 67 East
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Theta Psi Banquet Hel d
Kelly's In Bald Knob

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~ ~t

Semester End Brings Social Events

Social clubs have been busily ing off t he evening was a chili
ending the fall semester with th e supper.
Galaxy's n ext scheduled funcelection of spring officers and
tion is a Valent ine's banquet.
much-enjoyed functions.
Patty Beets, Editor
Kappa P hi
Alpha Epsilon Chi
To begin t h e new semester,
At a meeting Dec. 16, the n ew officers of t he Kappa Phi
Alpha Epsilon Chi social club social club were elected J an. 13.
elected Earl Powell, president; The officers are Beth Smith,
Phil Wear, vice-president; An- president; Mary Alexander, vicethony Bryant, secretary; Karl preside nt; Sa lena Cogdell, secreStauffer, treasurer.
tary; Avayd Barret t, treasurer;
The office of scribe was added Martha Tooke, reporter; Margarto Lee Peterson's duties as re- et Ashton , athletic director and
sentences than little boys. Speech subjects of "door," most women
porter.
therapists say that stuttering is of "clothes." "Charm" tended to
inter club council; and Janice
Las Companeras
two to ten times as common in make women think of "beauty"
Berry, devotional director.
males as in females.
and men of "snake." When the
A bunking party is sch eduled
Ann Haynes and Carolyn KinKeener Hearing
word "home" was mentioned,
ard were re-elected by the Las for Feb. 2, in the home of Mrs.
Here's an interesting fact to women thought sentimentally of
Companeras social club to t he Ken Perrin, sponsor.
remember next time you get in- "happy," men more prosaically
Phi Delta
offices of president and vicevolved in an argument with of "house."
president. Cora Harris was electPhi Delta social club elected
your sweetheart or spouse: each
Who's Smarter
ed secretary and Phyllis Argo officer s for the spring semester
sex tends to hear its own voice
Which sex is really smarter ?
was elected treasurer. Kaye Buck at their most r ecent meeting.
better. A woman's hearing is In general intelligence, men and
and Brenda Jackson are the his- Tliose elected were Alinda Parkeener than a man's in the women seem about equal, accordtorians.
ham, president; Nancy Osburn,
higher frequency ranges, while ing to those who have studied
Plans were discussed for a vice-president; Dottie Abbott,
man's ears pick up low notes results of modern IQ tests. Howspring banquet and the date was secretary; and Betty Dickerson,
more readily.
ever, more men than women
set for March 7.
treasurer.
It may also be useful to recall seem to be found at either intelCindy Martin was chosen hisGala xy
the experiment made by two eye lectual extreme. More males fall
torian and Hope Shutts, r eporter.
"Hootenanny" was the theme Wilma Schmudlach is the new
specialists who fastened narrow into the "feeble-minded" cateof the Galaxy third function held devotional chairman.
strips of filter paper to the gory.
at the pumping station on Jan.
But in a survey of exception.allower eyelids of 231 men and
Delta Chi Omega
13. The members and their guests
women. The dampness of the ly gifted children (!Q's of 132 and
The Pumping Station b ecame
engaged in group singing. Topp- Santa's Workship on Dec. 16, for
paper after five minutes reveal- over) psychologist Terman found
ed the individual's capacity for about 120 boys for every 100
Delta Chi Omega's t hird functears. Guess what? The female girls that met the minimum retion.
Jen
nie
Fenley
To
Wed
tear ducts proved almost twice quirement.
Those attending were Linda
Don Wheeler In August Chisam,
as active as those of the men.
More Easily Hypnotized
Eddie Isom; Ellen Blake,
Color Blindness
Mr. and Mrs. John Fenley of George Hobby; Mary Merriman,
Color blindness affects one man
Women, according to Dr.
Phoenix, Ariz., announce the en- John Underwood; Peggy Bryan,
Justus J. Schifferes in the Family
in every 25, but only one woman
gagement
of their d aught e r Don Selvidge; J udy Limburg,
Medical Encyclopedia, are mme
in 250. Even as tiny babies, fe- easily hypnotized than men. They
Jennie to Donald A. Wheeler, Lynn Reeves; Pat Wat son, Sam
males are apparently more colorson of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Keichline; Michele Vinson, Jack
are some':"'ha~ more apt to suffer
.
.
d
.
Trent .
conscious; ~ tests ma e on m- from migraine headaches: a
Wheeler of Conneaut, Ohio.
Also Mary Lou Harrel, Virgil
·
fants aged five and a half. months typi'cal m'gr
Miss Fenley, a soph omor e
i a1ne
v1'ct'im, accord Knox; Janet Sommer, Carlos
sociology-psychology major is a
~ 24 m~~th;, fmor\ gir~. t~: ing to Dr. Schifferes, is a little
Welch ; Dana Wimberly, Allen
0
YS dgrda.
e . or ft e rig thy woman with fine hair, a smooth
member of Mu Eta Adelphian
1
W alker; Ruth Ann Selby, Jim
co ore
iscs in pre erence to e. complexion - and perfectionist
social club. Wheeler is also a
Bailey; Lorna Rowe, Fred West;
gray ones.
tendencies
sophomore, majoring in biology
Karen Daughtery', Mer le WestDifferences in male~female.psyWomen. are sick about 20%
and chemistry, and is a member
brook; Susan Setliff, Bob Simchology showed up mterestmgly more often th .
t t
of the Delta Iota social club.
lt' 1 h ·
d
an men, ye a any
mons; Nancy Miles, L a r r y
0
n. a. mu 1P e-c c;>1~e wor -as- age, the female death rate is at
An August wedding is plann ed Hodges; Sandy Swann,
Bob
sociation test administ7red to .a least 25% lower than the male's.
in Phoenix.
Kelley; Holly Br annon, David
test group by psychologis~ Lewis
Is it ever a man's world? Yes
The couple will continue t h eir Darrah; Donna Neal, Darwin
M: Terman and Cathenne Cox - few people realize than 105
education at Arizona State Uni- Keichline; and Mr. a nd Mrs .
Miles. It was f?und that t h e word boys are born for eve 100 girls.
Jennie Fenley
Ken Davis.
"closet" reminded most male - - - - - - - - - r y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - versity after their marriage.
"Rhapsody in Blue" was the
theme of the Theta Psi social
club's banquet Jan. 13 at Kelly's
in Bald Knob. A smorgasbord
dinner was served.
Entertainment was provided by
Emma Stanley and Karen Mayhall, who gave an orginal skit,
and Robert Helsten was the
speaker.
Those at',ending and their dates
were: Re;,ecca Dennington, Terry
Smith; Emma Stanley, Bill Laird;
Kan-!"\ Mayhall, Jim Stanley;
Jea11ette Ballard, Jerry Selvidge;
Linda Brewington, James Brewington; Gail Stokes, Raymond
Woodward; Ann Eckerburg,
Wayne Williamson; Jo Ann Stanley, Tommy Hooten; Donna Scher,
Charlie Gooch; Faye Bush, Cliff
Clark; Doris Bush, Robert Clark.
Others were Terri Cutshall,
Larry McFadden; Mary Eddy, Jim
Brown; Anna Mooney, Dan Loudermilk; Eve Ellis, Ron Bawcom;
Kathleen Phillips, George Hobby;
Saundra Ward, Duke Jennings;
Jill Graddy, Wayne Moore; Sandy
Cope, Weldon Calloway; Patty
Beets, Fred West; Marie Laird,
Clair McKean; Barbara Smith,
Eddie Bennett; Mr. and Mrs. Helsten; and Mr. and Mrs. John
Pra<:k.

H ieHLI&HGJ'S

Greater Than You Ma y Think

What's The Difference Between Men And Women?
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SEARCY CARPET CENTER
Drapery -

Price Bros.
Florists

Rugs -

SEARCY FABRIC CENTER

Tapestry

All Ty pes Piece Goods and Sewing Needs
CH 5-4914
102 North Spring

104 North Spring
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For The Best In
(i)uality and Selection
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SHOP AT

*CORSAGES
*PLANTS
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KROH'S LADIES APPAREL

I

100 SPRING STREET

§

CH 5-4415
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Florshein Shoes - City Club Shoes
Wesboro - Young Men's Shoes
Famous Vel vet Steps & Show Offs for Women

\>

HEUER'S SHOE STORE
SHOE BOX
West Side of Square -

Welcome Students
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ALLEN'S QUALITY BAKERY

CH 5-3723
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HARRISON'S SUPER MARKET

1

Also Spaghetti and Ravioli
Mon •• Thurs., Sat., 5 to 7 p.m.

Birthday Cakes

Wedding Cakes
All Bakery Spec ialities
113 East Center

CH 5-2875

FRESH MEAT and VEGETABLE
Open 6:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m. Week Days

l South Main and

Lincoln

CH 5-3233

1

HARDING COLLEGE

1

I
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Laundry & Cleaners

FROSTY TREAT
SPECIAL
Malts ........ ....................... ......... ..... .......
Shakes ......................... ................... ......
Footlong hotdogs .. ......... .... .. .. ... .. ... .... .
2 Co rn Dogs ........................................
Chuckwagon Steak ........................ .. ..
French Fries .. ... .. . . ....... .. .... .... ... .. .. ... ... .

20
20
30

35
15

Free De livery on Orders of $2.00 or More
HIGHWAY 67 EAST

Cleaning - Pressing --...:·Alterations
Wet Wash - Fluff Dry--- Finished Service

25

CH 5-9688

ALSO COIN OPERATED AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY
•
•

First In Dry Cleaning
Approved Sanltone Service

-

DI AL
CH 5-4291
East Park Ave.
Greg Rhodes, Mgr.
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Mrs. Montgomery
Attends Meetings
Mrs. Maude S. Montgomery, assistant professor of education at
Harding and supervisor of Harding elementary school, at tended
the 1963-64 r egional conference
of the Student National Education
Association and t h e Teacher
Education and Professional Standar ds in Dallas, Jan. 12-14.
The SNEA confer en ce was con ducted prior to t h e TEPS meeting. Mrs. Montgomery, who is
sponsor of t he Harding SNEA
group, acted as coordinator of
one of the study groups for the
conference. Gaylon Lamb, Harding junior from Delight, a ccompanied Mrs. Montgomery to
the SNEA conference.
The TEPS confer ence was held
Monda y and Tuesday at t h e Adolphus Hotel in Dallas. Eight y
societ ies and organizations sent
representatives from Arkansas,
Kansas, Louisiana , Mississippi
and Texas.
The theme of the TEPS conference was "The Development of
the Career Teach er : Profess ion al
Responsibilities for Continuing
Education." Study groups m et
three times and submit t ed reports on their findings. The purpose of the conference was to
identify problems and issues in
continuing education and t o consider recommendat ions for action.

I;

A mighty fortress is our God ,
A bulwark never failing;
Our helper He amid the flood
Of mortal ills prevailing.

...

FAMILY
SH OE STORE
Randcraft Shoes for
Young Men

II
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Poll Parrot Shoes

By Gary Lucas
Ha rding College, whose basketball team is in the midst of a
viole nt struggle for the AIC lead,
h as r eason to be justifiably proud
of h e r football squad a nd herself, as President Benson accepted the AIC sportmanship trophy
in h e r beh alf Saturday during
th e ch apel period.
The trophy cam e as no complete surprise, as it h as been a
common practice of athletic conferen ces to "award" its team
wit h the most unimpressive record a "Sportsmanship" trophy.
It has become such a prominent
practice t h at one can rest assured t hat a school whose trophy
case is filled with such awards
will h ave few of the coveted
championship t rophies.
Practice Remedied
But, the AIC h as rem edied
such a practice and is no longer
making t he very impor tant sportmanship award into a "booby
prize ." Usually a conference
sends to its schools a ballot at
t he end of the season for each
school's administration or coaching staff to vote for th e recipient
of the sportm anship trophy.
It would be a v ain thing for a
sch ool to vote for itself, so the
common choice is the "basement
dweller." The schools in the
lower part of t he standings feel
that t he top t eams have already
won enough la urels, and the
teams in the first division either
have t oo much rivalry between
them selves or they just feel
sor ry for t he school "bringingup-the-rear ."
At any r ate the last place team
u sually receives all of the votes
save it s own.
Officials Vote
The wise administrators in the
AIC h ave taken the responsibility
of voting for the winner of this
award by establishing a point
system with the points being
awarded by the officials of that
sporting event following the
game.

WYATT
Barber Shop

East Side of Square
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Chi Sigma, Mohican Are Victorious
In Volleyball Championship Matches
By Gary Lucas

final contests CSA won the
two tilts but still had to
Just before leaving for their the final match to drop
respective homes for the holiday Buckskin Pioneers from
vacation two clubs found tiine to tournament.
merge victorious in the club volGames See-Saw
leyball tournament, as the young
In the match Chi Sigma jumpclub Chi Sigma Alpha surprised
the small club teams by winning ed off to a lead to bomb t he
the championship and the Mohi- Pioneers 15-6. The second tilt
cans managed to scalp the other was the complete reversal as the
big clubs to gain the big club Pioneers bounced back to anihilate CSA by the identical score.
tit le.
The final game found the lead
Straight Win Record
changing hands frequently and
The Mohicans never dropped points came slowly and with diffrom the winner's bracket on ficulty. The Chi Sigs t ook a 3-2
their warpath to victory as they lead and 20 minutes passed berolled past their opponents. They fore another score was registered
found themselves pitted against when the Pion eers ran the score
tough Sub-T-16 in the final to 11-3. CSA tied the game up at
match.
11-all only to have the Pioneers
The Redskins won the opening surge ahead to 12-11. CSA knotbout but were set back in the ted it again at 12 all, Pioneers
second tilt. Then in a see-saw took the lead 13-12 only to h ave
final round found Sub-T a for- the Chi Sigs tie the score again.
midable foe. The Submariners
Chi Sigs W in 15-13
didn't have enough fire-power to
The final minutes of t he game
down the Braves and found saw both teams exchanging
themselves on the short end of
serves until CSA scored to pull
the score and the Mohicans joy- ahead 14-13. A series of long
ful champions.
volleys ensued with each team
Chi Sigma Alpha proved to be trying to set up their big men
the Cinderella Club of the tourna- James Barnes for the Frontiersment as they trudged along to men and Stennis Johnson for
upset the Pioneers twice in the Chi Sigma Alpha. Finally it was
final matches. The two-year-old Johnson who drove a hard spike
men's club blasted past AEX only to t he floor in Pioneer territory
to be downed by Beta Phi Kappa. to give t he ch am pionship to Chi
In the first game of the two Sigma at 15-13.
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Engraving, Watch and Jewelry
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Repair of all Kinds
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City Tire Service
New Tires -

Retreading -

Front End A lig nment

895 South Main

CH 5-4620

Bisons Stampede State Muleriders

I

OE'S

Super
Market

Finest In White County

WEL COME

BISONS AND F ANS rejoice after w inning t he all-important
Tech game 93-90 Friday night.

Modern
I Barber Shop

II

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS

Corner of Court Square

Highway 67 East
Across from White County Motor

I
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Harding College

Ii

i

You W ill like
our wor k too!
Lots of folks do.

J

Elmer Jackson

Stud ents a nd Faculty
See the complete new line of 64 Ford 's

'K,endezvous

Bring us vour Repair Work

'K,estaurant

Regardless of Make or Model

The 3 R's of Good EatinCJ
You're Always Welcome

Your Ford Deal er

For a Snack or Meal

I
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'K,oberson's
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I Block Fro m Campus
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26-25. After the half, however,
they could not seem to get their
momentum going and Ouachita
came out of the fray with a 7964 victory.
Jan. 25 may be the night of
nights in AIC basketball this season. The Ouachita Baptist Tigers
host the Harding Bisons. Both of
these teams are leading contenders for the championship.
Lone Defeat
Ouachita at this time has a
record of 6-1 in the conference.
Their lone defeat was at the
hands of the Bisons in their first
meeting earlier in Searcy. The
Tigers also have three leading
scorers in Cash, Clements and
K o s s o v e r. The odds-makers
favored Ouachita as the leading
choice to be champion of the
AIC this year. Harding has been
the surprise team.
The schedule is going to get
rougher; but if the Bisons can
keep their momentum going, they
have an excellent chance of bringing the trophy home to Harding.
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By Bill Whitten
The schedule for the number
one Bisons does not get any
easier in the next few weeks. In
t he next week, We must face two
t ough teams on their home
courts.
First, t h e home team encounter s Arkansas A & M at Monticello tomorrow night. Next comes
the all important clash with
Ouachita Baptist College at Arkadelphia J an. 25, with whom the
Bisons are tied for first place.
Tough Compet itor
Arkansas A & M has been a
tough competitor all year and
this should be a rough game.
They have three players capable
of scoring well at any given
time. Busby, Mobley and Rich:u-ds are all good players. In
one of their recent encounters
:i.gainst Ouachita, Busby led all
3corers in the game with 20
points.
The first half of this game look~d very much like an upset in
first the making as the Aggies led
play
the
the

II
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To Clash With Aggies, Tigers

II

120 W. Race
O n the Sq uare

All Name Brands in Sterling,
Crystal and China

II

doubtedly prove more effective
than past methods of selecting
the team with the best sportmanlike behavior, as it removes
the errors in voting made when
looking back over the season.
It also takes the responsibility
of voting out of the hands of
partisan schools and places it
into the hands of officials who
are aware of nearly all that is
happening both in the playing
area and in the stands.
Officials are sportsmen themselves, therefore qualified to
judge the actions of athletes.
They, also, are spectators of a
sort, watching both players and
fans.
It is a vast improvement and
one that makes the recipient of
the sportmanship trophy proud
of their achievement, instead of
making them feel like an inferior.

II

2 Barbers on Duty
On Friday and Satu rday

GA RRISON JEWEL ERS

The t eam and coaches are
r ated and then the fans, each
rated on the basis of 140 points
for the season, making a total
of 280 possible points. The
refere es have no chance to see
who is in the last place in the
standings, especially at the beginning of the season.
Harding gained a rating of 140
for her team and coaches and
the same maximum number for
her fans. A remarkable feat, to
say the least! The Bisons earned
their award: it was not a charity
trophy .
Under this system it will now
be possible for a school to win
both the championship and sportmanship trophies, an unheard-of
thing in most parts of the nation!
More Effective Method
The new system will un-

H a r d i n g students returned
from t he Christmas vacation in
time to see the Bisons climb into a three-way tie in the AIC
with a sound beating of Southern State College 84-69 on the
evening of the first official day
of school in t he new year.
For t he first five minutes of
the game t h e Bisons couldn't get
their scoring machine in action
as the Muleriders jumped off to
an early, though slight, lead.
Bisons Take Lead
The Bisons managed to stay
h ot on t he heels of Southern
State and with a short jump-

For Children
305 NORTH SPRING

*

SPORT S SPECTRUM II Bisons Face Tough Schedule;

Natural Poise and
Petite Debs

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.
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-;hot Brian Jacobs put the black'. n d-gold ahead to stay 14-13
l'ith 7:34 gone in the first half.
From then on the game was
:i.11 Harding's, but the Muleriders
did begin to threaten late in the
first half. With the score 37-31
in the Bison's favor Southern
State's Bill Askew hit on a
jumper at the head of the key.
Ryan Touchton quickly goaled
for t he Bisons. Harding then
pilfered the ball and relied on
Vernon Rogers to sink the final
two-pointer of the half.
Rogers Leads Scorers
The second period foun d Harding pulling even farth er away
with t he Bison's Vernon Rogers
an d Ned Boaz stealing t he show.
Rogers was t he game's leading
scorer with 3Q points on 12
field goals and eight-of-eight free
t hrows. Boaz chipped in 23 while
teammate Gary Goss aided the
cause with 12 markers.
While Rogers was controlling
t he boards and adding to his
poin t total Boaz was controlling
the floor. Many Mulerider passes
found their way to Boaz's nimble,
out-stretched hands.
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COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

•

FURNITURE- APPLIANCES

II

"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"
CH 5- 2893

1201 EAST RACE
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SKATELAND ROLLER RINK
Skate Mon. and Sat. I :30-4:30 p.m.

Contact Us For

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.

WINTER AND SPRING BANQUETS

TH E HOME OF THE TRADIN G POST

Serving Good Food For 27 Years

25c off regular pric e
Highway 67 at the Y

CHS-9707
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Bisons Eliminate Wonder Boys, 93-90

J an. 16, 1964

THE HARDING mSON, Searcy, Ark.

Bisons Keep AIC Lead
By Downing Teachers
By Gary Lucas

The surprising Harding College
Bisons held on to their share of
the AIC lead with Ouachita by
slipping by and downing Arkansas State Teachers College 72-64
Tuesday night.
ASTC broke away at the starting gun with an 8-2 lead and
went on to stretch to 16-9 before
Ernie Patton sank a Bison fielder
to climax a drive that knotted
the score 16-16.
Deadlock At Hali
The visiting Bears surged out
in front again with the Bisons
managing to trail by only five
until Ned Boaz and Ryan Touchton teamed up to tie the game
and put the Bisons ahead 2927 with 2:22 left in the opening
half. Freddy White tossed in two
charity tosses to deadlock the
game 29-29 at the closing
whistle.
The Bruins from Conway once
again jumped off to an early lead
in the half at 37 -30 but this
time was their last as the Bisons
pecked away at the slight lead
until Dwight Robb canned a
jumper for a 38-37 Harding lead.
After that the lead changed
hands seven times and was tied
once at 42-42 until the Bisons
started pulling away on two
field goals and a free throw by
Vernon Rogers with 9:18 left in
t he game.
Bisons Widen Lead
The remainder of the game was

Bucs Hand Bisons
Second Big Loss
The Christian Brothers College
Buccaneers of Memphis snapped
the Bisons' winning streak at six
as they handed them a 100-86
defeat here Saturday night.
This was the second Bison defeat at the hands of the Buccaneers as they previously dropped
the bout in Memphis 93-82.
The Bucs used their superior
height to hold the lead throughout the contest by controlling
the backboards. The Bisons trailing by a 70-58 margin early in
the second half closed the gap
to 72-70 climaxed by a Fred
Atchison field goal with 9:06 left
on the clock; but that was as
close as they were to get.
Mike Gleason scored 33 points
for Christian Brothers, hitting his
team's first 13 points at the start
of the last half. Al Cash scored
24 while Mike Stauder and Bart
Freihaut each notched 17. Vernon Rogers scored 25 for the
Bisons as Ernie Patton and Gary
Goss tallied 21 and 13 respectively.

BE 'NELL BARBERED

all Harding's as the Bisons stole
the ball for easy fast breaks and
widened t h eir lead t o eight at
61-53. Touchton swiped the ball
and dribbled through t he entire
ASTC team for a bunny and
65-57 reading. Gary Goss quickly
came back with another fielder
to give the Bisons their biggest
lead of the night at 67 -57.
Micky McFatridge led the Bears
in scoring with 19 points while
teammate Tom Davis added 15,
Freddy White, 12, and Larry
Tabor 10. Subs Larry Burlison
and Bill Shimek chipped in six
and two points respectively.
Rogers High Scor er
Rogers won the game scoring
honors as he sank 23 for the
Bisons with strong support from
Goss, 15, and Boaz 12. Robb
dropped in seven and Touchton
had six while Patton with four,
Jacobs with three and Fred Atchison with two counters rounded
out the scoring.
Harding's JV's downed Arkansas Junior College 54-53 behind Dwight Robb's 18 points
with help from John Valentine,
14 and Don Medley, 11. The
Little Bisons, down by five with
about 2:30 left in the game, scored
six points in 14 seconds as Robb
led the remarkable drive to give
Harding their margin of victory.

By Don Johnson
The Harding Bisons retained
their share of t he AIC lead with
Ouachita and knocked Arkansas
Tech into a tie for second by
downing them 93-90 at Searcy
Friday night.
Vernon Rogers scored 28 points
and pulled down 16 rebounds
for the Bisons while Bryan
Jacobs pitched in 20 markers
and Ned Boaz 19.
Tech Scor ers
Larry LaFevers scored 24 for
the Wonder Boys with Bill Boley
adding 19, Chester Barner 16
and Doug McKinney 14. LeFevers
rarely missed as his teammates
provided an adequate screen for
his deadly jwnp shot.
Ned Boaz gave Harding t he
lead at 24-23 by a snowbird with
8:42 left in the half. The Bisons
increased the margin to ten
with 54-44 at the midway point.
The second half was a scoring
exhibition with both t e a m s
swapping buckets until Harding
held an 80-71 advantage with
nine minutes left. Then, Lafevers
caught fire pumpin g in seven
points to close the gap to 80-78.
Score Close
Rogers and Jacobs traded buckets with Boley to make it 84-82.
Boaz meshed a free-throw, then
Lafevers dumped two baskets
sandwiching a Rogers-fielder to
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League Basketball
Officially Starts

310 N. Spring
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Sharp reflections to
check your image from
t ip to toe .• . a handsome
decoration • .• makes
r ooms lighter, brighter,
gayer. And so easy on
y our budget !
St~ndard

Size Doors Only

16 x 60 In. ... .. .. ... $7.00

Julian
Jimmy
Ode

201 West Arch
S. W. Corner Court Square
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'Nhere Faculty and Students come
for the BEST in Auto Repairs.

Enioy America's
No. 1 ParticipatinCJ Family Sport

South Main
and Park Avenue

STUDENT ~

109 West Market
Searcy, Arkansas

Hardware -

Gulf Products

Good Cars Made Better
346 1/2 South Main

Furniture -

Housewares -

Appliances

Gifts For All Occasions

Free Parking
31 1 East Race

FOR ALL YOUR INSURANSE AND
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
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courses •••• ugh
EUBANKS AGENCY
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stand ••• wait •••
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twitch ••• fidget
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move ••• nearer
WOOD-FREEMAN
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LUMBER COMPANY
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Searcy's Leading Sc and $1 .00
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SHOP IN MODERN CONVEN IENCE
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• Johns-Manville Products
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• Coleman Heating
• Benjamin Moore Paints

Precision Equipment

HART AUTO SERVICE

WHITE COUNTY LANES

Talkington
Gulf Sta ti on
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AT LOW LOW COST

Central
Barber Shop

CAPTAIN VERNON ROGERS adds t wo more crucial points in .
the Bison -Tech game which knocked t he Wonder Boys from
first place in the AIC.
- PHoTo ev H1Lus

Intramural basketball is officially underway as 12 major
league and ten minor league
teams started the r oundball r olling.
In major league competition
t h e Porkers downed the Hawkeyes 52-48 while the Hoosiers
finished off t h e Longhorns 5340. Jim Landers sank 40 points
to lead the Gophers past the
Owls and Wilt Martin canned 31
to help the Frogs trip up the
Wildcats.
The Aggies and Buckeyes of th e
major league fought to th e
night's highest scorin.g contest
as the Aggies bested the Buckeyes 64-50. Cliff Clark had 21
for t h e Aggies and Larry French
had 17 to lead t he Buckeyes.

OF THE MONTH

LEARN TO SOX!
BE A MASTER IN THE ART
OF SELF DEFENSE.
EXPERT
TRA INERS' SECRET CAN BE
YOURS. NO EQUIPMENT NEED·
ED. FORM A CAMPUS BOXING
CLUB AMONG YOUR FRIENDS
FOR FUN. SELF CONFIDENCE
AND REAL PHYSICAL FITNESS.
COMPLETE BROCHURE
AND
LESSONS. ONE DOLLAR.
SEND TO :
PHYSICAL ARTS GYM
363 CLINTON STREET
HEMPSTEAD, LONG ISLAND,
NEW YORK

Bowl fo r fun and good health.
Enrich your association by making
new friends
at
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m ake the score 87 -86.
Wit h only 2:32 left to play
in t he game Tech pulled ahead
88-87 only to see Rogers tie the
game up with a charity-toss
Then crune Tech's t urn as Barner
was a t the line with the first of
one-and-one. He missed the shot
and Ryan Touchton gr abbed the
carom which Rogers finally t ipped in on the other end of the
fl oor for a Harding lead 90-88
and only 47 seconds left.
Boaz Clinches Grune
Boa z clinched the game with
h elp from a Rogers free throw as
the lit tle guard t ripped in t he
final Harding goal making t he
score soar to 93-88. Watching
t he clock about to announce their
victory the Bisons stood motionless as t he Wonder Boy's Barner
flipped in t he final fielder to end
t he gam e at 93-90.

400 South Locust
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